AGREEMENT IN RELATION TO ANNUAL LICENSING OF ORDNANCE SURVEY DATA

SCHEDULE A: Particulars of Agreement

Section 1 – Customer Details:
Name of Organisation: ...............................................
Address: ........................................................................
Contact Officer: ........................................................
...............................................................................
Telephone: (......) ............... Email: ........................................................
Details of Purchase:……………………………………………………………………………………

Cost of Data: 

Lease Amount Year 2 and onwards: 

The Data, or any product derived from the data, either digital or hardcopy, must not be sold, given away, traded, let, hired or otherwise dealt with.
Should the customer wish to use the Data commercially, a special licence for this purpose must be obtained from Ordnance Survey. The customer is permitted to use the data in demonstrations and displays, provided that a statement acknowledging that the data was supplied by the Ordnance Survey is displayed on the demonstration or displayed product.
The Definitions and Conditions of the Licence relating to Ordnance Survey Data are set out in Schedules B and C.
During the term Agreement, when the Customer places an Official Order for any Ordnance Survey Data, the Customer will accept the Data supplied pursuant to that Order on the terms stated in the Licence Conditions.
Either the Customer or the Distributor may terminate this Agreement at any time by notice in writing to the other party.

Section 2 – To be completed by the customer
Category of Licence sought: (✓ Please tick box) Standard □ Extended □

NOTE: A standard licence is a non-exclusive, non-transferable licence which permits use of the data within the Customer’s organisation only. An extended licence permits use of the data in conjunction with an Authorised Third Party Users. For an Extended Licence please fill out the AL2_Contractors and Subcontractors_Schedule D Form available from digitals@osi.ie or downloadable at www.osi.ie/en/alist/digital_licence.aspx

I understand the Data being purchased is subject to an annual lease and this charge will apply one year from the date of purchase if the data is not returned to the OSi.

Customer Signature: .................................................. Printed Name: ........................................................

Position/Title: ........................................................... Dated: .......... day of ............... 20 ...

Documents are considered CONTROLLED in their electronic format or containing an original signature. Other printed copies are considered UNCONTROLLED. Users must ensure that hard copies are the current version by comparing them to the version on the computer network at the time of use.
A copy of the full Terms and Conditions of the Annual Licence (AL2) is available at